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IN THE COURT OF THE SDJM (M) GOHPUR. 
G.R Case No. 118/ 2015. 

U/S- 279/304A IPC. 

State  
Vs 
Bipin Patiri,  
S/O- Rajendra Patiri, 
R/O- Aunibari, PS- Gohpur, 
District- Biswanath, Assam. 
       ..........Accused Person. 
 

Present                  : Ranjan Brahma, SDJM (M), Gohpur. 

For the Prosecution : Smt. Barnali Chetia, Learned APP. 

For the Defence       : Smt. Manju Agarwalla, Learned Advocate. 

 

Evidence recorded on   :  29.4.2016, 16.7.2016, 6.8.2016, 31.10.2016. 

Arguments heard on     :  19.12.2016. 

Judgment delivered on  : 29.12.2016. 

 

J U D G M E N T 

1.   The prosecution case in brief is that the informant namelySmt. 

Santoshi Bhandari, daughter of Shri Karna Bhandari lodged an FIR on 

11.5.2015 stating inter alia that on 19.4.2015 her mother Late Madhumaya 

Bhandari came from her residence in Baksa district to Gohpur to attend a 

marriage ceremony. She travelled by bus and arrived at Gohpur centre at 

about 9.20 p.m. After getting down from the bus near the Gohpur State bank 

while she was proceeding through the National Highway then one Alto car 

vide Regd. No. AR-04/ 4814 knocked her down from back side causing her 

death on the spot. Hence the Case. 

2.  The FIR was received and registered at Gohpur PS vide Gohpur PS 

Case No. 100/2015, under section 279/304A IPC. After investigation Police 

submitted charge sheet against the above named accused person under the 

said sections of the IPC. 
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3.  Accused person was summoned to face the trial. Copies of the relevant 

documents were furnished to them.Substances of the accusations was 

explained to the accused person to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed 

to be tried.  

4.  During the course of the trial, altogether 7 nos. of witnesses including 

I.O were examined. Statements of the accused person under section- 313 

Cr.PC recorded. The plea of the accused person was total denial and did not 

adduce any evidence in defence.   

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION. 

5. Whether the abovenamed accused person on 19.4.2015 at Gohpur 

centre near State bank on the National Highway by driving an Alto car rashly 

and negligently  knocked down the informant’s mother thereby causing 

severe injuries on her and spot death  ? 

DISCUSSIONS, DECISIONS & REASONS THEREFOR. 

6.    The informant Smt. Santoshi Bhandariwas examined as PW1. She 

was the daughter of the deceased Madhumaya Bhandari. She stated that on  

the alleged day of the incident on 19.4.2015her mother came to Gohpur to 

attend the marriage ceremony of her uncles’ son. She came from her house in 

Baksa district to Gohpur by a Bus. She received a phone call from Gohpur PS 

at about 10 p.m and came to know that her mother met an accident with an 

Alto car, thereby causing her death. At the time of the accident, she was in 

the house in Baksa. After some days on 11.5.2015 she lodged the written FIR 

about the accident at Gohpur PS. She proved the FIR by Ext-1 and her 

signature thereon by Ext-1(1). She lodged the written FIR lately because she 

was busy in performing the customary rituals of her deceased mother. She 

learnt about the accident from others. She has not eye witnessed the 
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accident. At that time of the accident her uncles’ son came to Gohpur centre 

to take her after getting down from the Bus. One minor boy was 

accompanying with her deceased mother to Gohpur for attend the marriage 

ceremony.  

7.  PW2, Suramoni Dorjeeis the brother in law of the deceased 

Madhumaya Bhandari. On the alleged day of the incident, the deceased 

Madhumaya was coming from her house in Baksa district to attend the 

marriage ceremony of his son Bhopul Dorjee at Gohpur. She was 

accompanied with a minor child on that day from Baksa. After getting down 

from the Bus at Gohpur she informed her over phone about her arrival. His 

son Bhopul Dorjee alongwith a friend Raju Dorjee came by bicycle upto 

Gohpur centre to receive her. His son carried the minor child and his friend 

Raju Dorjee was carrying the deceased Madhumaya Dorjee. As they were 

proceeding towards his house then an Alto car coming from the back side 

knocked down Madhumaya and as a result she fell down on the National 

Highway causing serious injuries on her. The passers bye who saw the 

accident gathered around the scene. Madhumaya was shifted to the Gohpur 

Civil Hospital for treatment by the accused person in his car. But at last 

Madhumaya could not survive due to serious injuries. At the time of the 

accident he was in his house. He heard about the said incident form others.  

8.  PW3, Kedan Dorjee and PW4 Keshab Dorjee were in the house of 

PW2, Suramoni Dorjee in the marriage ceremony at the time of the alleged 

accident. Their versions is same. Both of them stated that they heard about 

the incident from others and after coming to know about the accident they 

immediately came to the Gohpur Civil Hospital to see the injured Madhumaya 

Bhandari. But she was already death. 
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9.  Bhopal Dorjee was examined as Court Witness no.1. On the alleged 

day of the accident, the deceased Madhumaya Bhandari came from her house 

in Baksa district to Gohpur to attend his marriage ceremony. He along with 

his friend Raju Dorjee came upto Gohpur centre to receive her by riding 

bicycle. The deceased Madhumaya Bhandari was his aunt. She was 

accompanied by a minor child along with her from Baksa.  After her arrival at 

Gohpur, when they met her near Gohpur SBI Bank, collegeguri he carried the 

minor child in his bicycle and his friend Raju Dorjee carried the deceased 

Madhumaya Bhandari in the carrier of the bicycle and proceeded towards his 

house through the National Highway. He was riding the bicycle just before his 

friend Raju Dorjee, who was following him by carrying his aunt Madhumaya 

Bhandari. But as they were proceeding, the accused person coming from their 

backside by an Alto car knocked at the  bicycle of Raju Dorjee. As a result 

Madhumaya fell down on the road. Some passers bye who saw the incident 

raised hue and cry. Then he look behind towards his friend Raju Dorjee and 

saw his aunt Madhumaya and Raju Dorjee fell down on the road. As a result 

his aunt Madhumaya sustained serious injuries. After some time Traffic Police 

came there and took both the accused person and the deceased Madhumaya 

to Gohpur Civil Hospital in serious condition by the car of the accused person. 

But at last the deceased Madhumaya died in the Hospital. 

10.   Raju Dorjee was examined as CW2. On the alleged day of the accident 

he came to receive deceased Madhumaya Bahndari along with his friend, 

CW1 Bhopul Dorjee from Gohpur Centre.  His version is same to Bhopul 

Dorjee. He stated that after carrying the deceased Madhumaya Bhandari on 

the carrier of his bicycle while he was proceeding then the accused person 

coming from the behind knocked him down and as a result the deceased 

Madhumaya fell down on the road and sustained serious injuries and she did 

not survive due to her serious injuries. 
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11.  The Investigation Officer (IO), S.I, Pradip Das was examined as PW5. 

He was working as Traffic in Charge during the period of the alleged accident. 

He came to know over phone from an unknown person about the alleged 

accident. He then rushed to the place of the accident along with his staff. He 

found a car vide Regd. No. AR 04/ 4814 which knocked down the deceased 

Madhumaya. The said injured woman, that is  Madhumaya Bhandari serious 

injuries and she was shifted to the Gohpur Civil Hospital for treatment but she 

did not survive and died in the hospital.  

12. During investigation, he seized the said AR 04/ 4814 car, recorded the 

statements of the witnesses and drew a sketch map of the place of the 

alleged accident. He proved the Seizure List by Ext- 2 and his signature 

thereon by Ext- 2 (1).  He proved the Sketch map by Ext- 3 and his signature 

thereon by Ext- 3 (1). After completion of the investigation, he submitted the 

Charge sheet against the accused person under section 279/ 304A IPC. He 

proved the Charge sheet by Ext- 4 and his signature thereon by Ext- 4(1). 

This was the statement of the I.O.  

13.  Heard the arguments of the Learned APP and the Learned Defence 

Counsel. Perused the materials on record. 

14.   Bhopul Dorjee (CW1) and Raju Dorjee (CW2) are the vital witnesses in 

this case. All other witnessesincluding PWs 1,2, 3 & 4 are hearsay witnesses. 

They heard about the alleged accident from others. But the accident took 

place in presence of the said Bhopul Dorjee.  

15. Raju Dorjee was carrying the deceased Madhumaya Bhandari in the 

carrier and was proceeding through the National Highway. He stated that 

while he was proceeding then the accused person coming from the same 

directionnegligently knocked down his bicycle and as a result he and the 
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deceased Madhumaya fell down on the road and she sustained serious 

injuries. 

16. Bhopal Dorjee stated that some passers bye who saw the accident 

raised hue and cry. Then he immediately look behind towards Raju Dorjee 

and saw his aunt Madhumaya and Raju Dorjee fell down on the road. As a 

result his aunt Madhumaya sustained serious injuries. After some time Traffic 

Police came there and took both the accused person and the deceased 

Madhumaya to Gohpur Civil Hospital in serious condition by the car of the 

accused person. But at last the deceased Madhumaya died in the Hospital. 

17. The statements of Bhopul Dorjee and Raju Dorjee are corroborative 

with each other. The accused person was caught from the spot and his car 

was seized by the Police. Thus, there is no doubt in identification of the 

accused person, who was driving the said AR 04/ 4814 personnel car.  

18. The place of accident and the time of the accident is made out. All the 

witnesses stated that the accident took place near Gohpur SBI bank National 

Highway at about 9.30 p.m. The delay in lodging the written FIR is not fatal 

as the delay is explained by the informant, PW1 due to performing rituals of 

her deceased mother.  

19. It appears on record that nothing emerges from the cross examination 

of Bhupal Dorjee (CW1) and Raju Dorjee (CW2) by the Learned Defence 

Counsel to demolish the prosecution story. They were consistent. No any 

material contradictions of the said witnesses have been proved by the 

Defence from the examination of the I.O. The clinching evidence of said 

Bhupal Dorjee (CW1) and Raju Dorjee (CW2) is enough to hold the complicity 

of the accused person with the offence alleged.  
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20. The accused person Bipin Patiri in his statement before the Court 

under section 313 Cr.PC stated that the accident did not happen by his car 

but  the cycle rider, that is Raju Dorjee himself fell down along with the 

deceased. As they sustained injuries themselves he shifted them to the 

Gohpur Civil Hospital by his car. His wife was also there with him in the car. 

But he has not adduce any evidence in defence to substantiate his plea. 

21. In determining whether a person is negligent or rash the standard of 

reasonable care required under section 279 IPC is that which is reasonable to 

be demanded in the circumstances. In the instant case, when the accused 

person was driving the car in the same direction and knocked down the 

bicycle from back side though there was not any other vehicle plying on the 

road,  it shows that he has not exercised due caution. The accused person 

could have driven his car safely and overtake his car by the side of the cyclist 

as there was no any other vehicles coming from the opposite side at that 

time. Thus it appears that the accident occurred due to the negligent attitude, 

rashness and failure to exercise due care by the accused person in driving his  

AR 04/ 4814 car.  

22. After carefully considering the materials on record and the above 

discussions it can be safely arrived at that there is proof of rash and negligent 

by the accused person. Prosecution has thus prove its case against the 

accused person beyond all reasonable doubt so as to book the accused 

person under appropriate provisions of Laws. Thus the accused person, that 

is Bipin Patiri is convicted under Section 279 and Section 304A IPC.  

23.   Heard the convicts on the terms of sentence. The convict prayed for 

sentenced him with fine only but not with imprisonment. His plea was that he 

is a serviceman under a DCoffice in Arunachal Pradesh and his service carrier 

would be affected if sentenced with imprisonment. His young son recently 
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died in a road accident, who was studying in Delhi. He is the only bread 

earner of the family and he has to look after his family including an 

adoptedminor child.  

24. It is found that the said convict, namely Bipin Patirihas committed a 

serious offence. The loss of life of a women in the road accident due to his 

negligence is unwarranted. All the family members of the deceased woman  

shall suffer due to her death.  Hence the convict shall not be released on 

probation as per the provisions of the Probation of the Offenders Act as he 

deserves punishment. 

25. Considering the above facts and circumstances and the nature of the 

offence, the convict namely Bipin Patiri is sentenced with simple imprisonment  

for a term of 2 (two) monthsand fine of Rs. 5000/ ( Five Thousand only) 

under section 304A IPC in default of payment of fine simple imprisonment for 

a period of 1 month. The convict isalso sentenced with simple imprisonment 

for a term of 1 (One) month under section 279 IPC. 

The terms of both the sentences shall run concurrently. 

Furnish a copy of the Judgment & Order to the convict. 

The Judgment is pronounced and delivered in the open Court. 

Given under my Hand& Seal of this Court on this 29th day of December, 2016 

at Gohpur. 

       

SDJM(S), Gohpur. 
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APPENDIX 

PROSECUTION WITNESSES: 

PW1 : Smt. Santashi Bhandari. 

PW2:  Suramoni Dorjee, 

PW3:  Kedan Dorjee, 

PW4:  Keshab Dorjee. 

CW1:  Bhopul Dorjee, 

CW2:  Raju Dorjee, 

PW5: SI, Pradip Das, I.O. 

 

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS : 

Ext-1: FIR, 

Ext-2: Seizure List of Car. 

Ext-3: Sketch map. 

Ext-4: Charge sheet. 

 

DEFENCE WITNESSES : Nil. 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS : Nil.  

 

SDJM (M), Gohpur. 

 

 

 

 

 


